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Directions

- Print, cut out, and laminate individual thought bubbles

- Have students sort behaviors into expected and unexpected piles
Throwing my pencil in class
Running in the hallway
Throwing my papers on the floor
Saying mean things to my teacher
Laughing at my friend's mistake

Running away from my teacher

Sitting under my desk

Pushing my friend
Covering my ears when someone is talking

Not looking at the person talking

Yelling in the library

Talking when my teacher is talking
Saying Hello to my classmates

Finishing my school work

Whispering in the library

Walking in a line in the hallway
Saying “please” and “thank you”

Looking at the person talking

Laughing at a funny joke

Sitting in my desk
Throwing my trash in the trashcan
Using Whole Body Listening
Washing my hands after I use the bathroom
Saying “Good Morning” to my teacher